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Oxley Woods
 Milton Keynes, UK



English Partnerships and the ODPM launched the Design for 
Manufacture competition in 2005, with the aim of building high-
quality homes at a construction cost of £60,000. The focus of the 
competition was to encourage architects and house builders to 
work together to achieve this.

RSHP’s response was to develop a generic house type that can 
be adapted to suit any location and site constraint using modern 
methods of construction. An emphasis is placed on the potential 
of adapting houses to suit their occupants’ lifestyle changes 
and family sizes. This mix of tenure and adaptability will create 
an accessible and adaptable community that can reflect and 
accommodate change over time. 

RSHP’s approach pulls together house parts that are small and 
complex in nature into a highly standardised and thoroughly tested 
unit. The serviced spaces – including bathrooms, kitchens and 
heating/lighting centres – are standardised across the range of 

Location
Milton Keynes, UK

Date
2005 - 2007

Client
English Partnerships

Cost
£13 million

Site Area
3 hectares

Competition Initiator
English Partnerships

Developer
George Wimpey South 
Midlands

Manufacturer
Wood Newton Ltd

Oxley Woods achieves something 
which should have happened sixty 
years ago. This is mass, factory 
produced housing, erected in three 
days, incorporating top technology, 
top energy performance, varied 
house designs, a choice of 
cladding materials and a wide 
variety of estate layouts. It is 
radical and innovative
RIBA Manser Medal Judges

Services Engineer
RYBKA

Landscape Architects
Gillespies LLP

Chief Engineer
Woods Harwick

Disability Access 
Assessors
David Bonnett Associates

Eco-Hat Manufacturers
Nuaire

proposed house types and, along with the façades and ‘Eco-Hats’, 
are manufactured off site and transported to site for assembly. 
The remainder of the space is treated as a highly flexible shell, 
unencumbered by services and structural peculiarities. Through 
variations in cladding, the houses are able to have many variations 
which will allow them to adjust to the vernacular of the area by 
appropriating colours and textures typical of the surrounding 
area. The flexibility of cladding, living space, roof orientation and 
fenestration enable the houses to be located at any site, while at 
the same time being specific to the site.

In conjunction with George Wimpey Plc RSHP, was one of six 
winning partnerships, and was awarded the Oxley Park site, close 
to Milton Keynes, after a three stage competition. The site is just 
over three hectares in size and has 120 dwellings on it, providing 
a mixture of affordable housing and larger private dwellings in two 
and three-storey houses around a central high street.

Awards

2008
Building for Life Gold Standard, The National Standard for 
Well-Designed Homes and Neighbourhoods,  
CABE and Home Builders Federation

Housing Design Award - Large Housebuilder category

RIBA The Manser Medal for Housing

RIBA South Award

RICS Sustainability Award

Evening Standard Awards - Highly Commended for  
Best New Large Development

Innovative Housebuilder of the Year
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